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Data services focused on supporting University of Texas (UT) researchers.
○ Consultations
○ Workshops
○ The Texas Data Repository
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Texas Advanced Computing Center (TACC)
Focused on High Performance Computing (HPC) infrastructure for research.
○ HPC and storage systems
○ Software tools and Web portals
○ Training and consultation in HPC
○ Projects with researchers
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Support on the desktop and beyond 
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TACC
A pipeline for researchers to move 
from data processing and analysis at 
TACC to publication with a 
stewarding organization.
UTL
Supporting UT researchers with 
publishing larger datasets in the 
Texas Data Repository.
Aligning interests in larger data publication
The Digital Object Lifecycle (DOLCe) initiative
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DOLCe pilot project
6https://bit.ly/2Iy0w54 
7DOLCe pilot project
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Developing policies for extending the pilot into a service.
○ UTL & The Texas Data Repository Steering Committee
Attaching backend digital preservation workﬂows.
○ Chronopolis
Enabling data publication directly from TACC portal interfaces.
Future work
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Data collections at TACC
○ Making large open datasets available for computationally 
intensive workﬂows.
General curation tools
Further ideas
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Thank you
○ Courtney Mumma Texas Digital Library
○ Jim Myers Global Dataverse Community Consortium
○ Chris Jordan Texas Advanced Computing Center
○ Michael Shensky University of Texas at Austin Libraries
Design credits
Server by Pascal Heß from the Noun Project: https://thenounproject.com/search/?q=server&i=2831728
Laptop by Graphic Tigers from the Noun Project: https://thenounproject.com/search/?q=laptop&i=818871
Toolkit by Brian Ejar from the Noun Project: https://thenounproject.com/search/?q=toolbox&i=154266 11
